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where Insurance Change Agents from All Continents 
Connect and Get Inspired
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TRANSPOCO
Ireland - Develops fleet 
telematics solutions combined 
with AI technology for vehicle 
monitoring, tracking and 
improving driver safety.

ENDAVA
UK - Ideates and delivers flexible, 
scalable technology platforms 
and intelligent digital experience 
to help companies fuel the rapid, 
ongoing transformation of their 
business.

SAM WHITE
Founder and Global CEO
Stella Insurance

GIACOMO LOVATI
Chief Beyond Officer
UnipolSai Assicurazioni 

ANTONIO CANO
Member Executive Board & 
Managing Director Europe
Ageas

KLEINBLUE
France - An all-in-one platform 
for monitoring startups and 
strategic innovation.

SWISS RE
Switzerland - Analytics products 
for growth and profitability in 
insurance bay harnessing data, 
advances analytics and risk 
expertise. Speaking companies of 
Impact+ to be confirmed.

COINNECT
Switzerland - Provides services 
and platforms for Cyber Risk 
Assessment, Mitigation, Incident 
Response to mitigate Cyber Risk 
and Incident Costs.

GUSTAF AGARTSON
Founder and CEO 

Milvik (BIMA)

GENERALI
Italy - A multinational insurance 
company, presenting topics at 
ITC DIA Europe will be 
Generative AI and the 
Metaverse.

FAKTORZEHN
Germany - End-to-end core system 
to implement new, futureproof 
digital business models in non-life 
insurance. 
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WAKAM
France - Creates new-generation 
white label embedded insurance 
solutions, for all types of 
distribution partners: brokers, 
insurtech, e-retailers.

CLAIRE MCDONALD
Member of the Executive 
Board
HDI Global

JONATHAN LARSEN
Chief Innovation Officer and CEO 

Global Voyager Fund
Ping An

CLIMATIG
Croatia - A climate intelligence 
platform that helps to adapt to 
the effects of climate change and 
to mitigate the risks that come 
with them by geolocation.

LARS GEHRMANN
Chief Digital Officer

Qatar Insurance Group

CHARLES TAYLOR
UK - Offers a Software-as-a-
Service with an integration 
framework that offers a unique 
experience by integrating 
insurance features, in a secure, 
cloud-native, configurable, 
flexible and scalable ecosystem.

MITIGA SOLUTIONS
Spain – Mitigates natural 
hazards with science, high-
performance computing and 
artificial intelligence. 

VIVIEN BERBIGIER
CEO EMEA and Member 
Executive Committee
BNP Paribas Cardif

SENTIANCE
Belgium - Empowers the world’s 
leading companies to create 
personalized engagement 
solutions, delivering technology 
for a new human-centric economy 
where the user is in control of 
data.

SPOKK
Ukraine - Provides is a B2C digital 
insurance platform providing up-
to-date micro insurance products 
for “digital natives” to protect 
them from risks both in objective 
reality and cyberspace. 

KERNAI
Germany - Provides a low-code 
dev platform for data-centric NLP. 
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WEBIND
Spain - A platform that allows 
customers to contract 
professional insurance 
policies completely online.

EVARI
UK/Australia - Fully flexible 
platform for end-to-end 
insurance solutions 
(rate/quote/bind and policy 
admin) with powerful 
integrations capabilities and fast 
low-code configuration".

STEPHANIE LLOYD
CEO

LiveWell by Zurich

NTT DATA
Japan/Spain - Offers an 
advanced portfolio of consulting, 
application, business process, 
cloud, and infrastructure 
services.

JOSEPH LU
Director Longevity 
Science
Legal & General (UK)

RGAX
USA - Transforms the global life 
and health insurance industry in 
partnership with carriers, 
distributors, insurtechs and  
technology companies.

CYBERCUBE
USA - Provides cyber risk 
analytics, to help the cyber 
insurance market grow 
profitably.

INARI
Spain - Provides modern core 
technology infrastructure that 
enables (re)insurance companies 
to increase operational efficiency, 
improve data insights and 
streamline connectivity across 
multiple systems.

LUMNION
Turkey/Germany - Develops 
state-of-the-art AI-based pricing 
platforms for Non-Life Insurance 
Industry in order to prevent the 
loss of time and money.

ALEXANDRA GLADYSHEVSKAYA
Co-Founder and CEO
SPOKK Insurance (Ukraine)

MUKADDER ERDÖNMEZ
Member of

Management Board
HDI Global
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ROOT
South Africa - A low-code, API-
first, end-to-end digital 
insurance platform that 
enables you to launch new 
products and digital 
engagement channels fast. .

GREG WILLIAMS
Editor-in-chief
WIRED

RUTH POLYBLANK
Global Insurance 

Partnerships Lead
Mastercard

STREETSCOPE
UK - Measures and indexes
traffic collision hazard so that 
the world can quantitatively
asses the traffic safety of drivers, 
streets and operations. 

CHRISTOPHER OSTER
Founder and CEO
Clark

PENBOX
Belgium - A no-code SaaS 
platform to design secured and 
intuitive customer journey when it 
comes to data 
collection/information exchange 
between organizations and their 
customers.

UIPATH
Romania - AI powered platform to 
automate end-to-end processes in 
the insurance value chain.

SAP FIONEER
Germany - Builds software and 
platforms that enable companies 
to run, transform and grow – cost-
efficiently and at scale and speed.

APPIAN
USA - A low-code Automation 
Platform which accelerates the 
creation of high-impact business 
applications to improve 
customer experience, achieve 
operational excellence and 
simplify global risk management 
and compliance. 

AKTIVOLABS 
India - Builds digital health 
solutions using scientific 
evidence-based methods to 
improve the health of people 
across cultures and countries

INRULE
USA – Provides integrated 
decisioning, machine learning 
and process automation 
software that enables IT and 
business leaders to make better 
decisions faster, operationalize 
machine learning, and improve 
complex processes.

VERMEG
The Netherlands - Provides tailor-
made software solutions to 
accelerate and control digital 
transformation. 
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CGI
Canada - Offers strategic IT and 
business consulting services 
globally. CGI's focus is on finding 
ways to improve business agility 
and manage change.

YUKKA LAB
Germany - API for augmented 
news intelligence to transform 
unstructured news data into 
insights, new business 
opportunities and risk 
management

SILVIA SAVINI
Head of Partnerships

AON Climate

AKUR8
France - Offers AI-based insurance 
pricing solution that automates 
risk modelling for insurance 
companies while keeping full 
transparency and control on the 
models created, as required by 
regulators globally.

XUND
Austria - An AI-powered 
medical API that provides 
symptom and risk assessment 
to give patients a reliable initial 
assessment and guide them to 
the best point of care.

STEVEN MENDEL
Founder and Chief Executive Officer

ManyPets (UK)

SIRMA BOSHNAKOVA
Member Of 
Executive Board
Allianz 

F-SECURE
Finland - Online security 
products like identity protection 
and internet security to 
complement any a personal 
insurance product

BOLTTECH
Singapore - Provides a dynamic 
digital marketplace and plug-
and-play products and services 
which offer businesses the 
ability to add insurance to their 
customer journeys. 
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DALJITT BARN
Head Of Innovation Lab

Tokio Marine Group



AGM TECHNOLOGIES 
LIMITED
UK - Provides innovative 
analytics solutions for the asset 
tracking and usage-based 
insurance markets.

IMBURSE
Switzerland - Payment-as-a-
Service platform offers insurers 
the flexibility to choose the 
payment methods they need, and 
enrich customer 
interaction, improve customer 
insight and generate new leads.

STEFANO DE LIGUORO
Chief Digital Officer
Zurich

JOSEP CELAYA
Chief Customer Experience 
Officer
NN Group

MORITZ FINKELNBURG
Academic Director Insurance

Goethe Business
School

CHARLOTTE ETERMAN-BUYS
Head of Strategy

Philips

MILLIMAN
The Netherlands - Delivers 
intelligent solutions to improve 
health and financial security.

DOCOSOFT
Ireland - Provides highly-
effective electronic claims, 
document management, and 
scanning solutions. 

EXPERLOGIX
USA - Provides a cloud-based CPQ 
software to help companies handle 
the most complex configuration, 
pricing and quotation requirements 
without programming, to simplify 
and accelerate quote processes, 
improve quality and accuracy, and 
increase customer satisfaction.
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JOHAN VAN DEN NESTE
Chief Executive Officer
UNIVÉ

CELONIS
Germany - Provides comparison 
solutions that enable insurance 
companies to get a real-time and 
always up-to-date overview of 
their own product offerings 
versus their competitors.

JILLIAN SLYFIELD
Chief Innovation 

Officer
Aon

MUNICH RE - REALYTIX
Germany – Cloud-based 
platform with self-configuration 
capabilities to launch, distribute 
and scale insurance products 
significantly faster, reduce costs 
and increase process efficiency. 

PAMELA 
THOMSON-HALL
CEO International 

and Executive
Willis Towers 

Watson

SIMON KAESLER
Senior Partner
McKinsey & Co

ROCKET ENTERPRISE 
SOLUTIONS
Germany - Helps companies 
speed up their processes with 
Rocketform, a product created 
entirely to revolutionize complex 
report management processes.

VAN AMEYDE 
The Netherlands - A global 
professional services firm with 
clients in the global insurance, 
claims and risk management 
markets.

JAROWA
Switzerland - Offers a digital 
marketplace and transaction 
platform to get access to highly 
qualified service providers and 
digitalize the processing from 
order to invoice. 
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ALI HASAN
Chief Medical & 
Healthcare Officer
Vitality

PARUL KAUL-GREEN 
Chief Digital 

Strategy Officer
Liberty Specialty 

Markets

HIEK VAN DER 
SCHEER

Chief Data & 
Analytics Officer

AEGON

SILVI WOMPA 
SINCLAIR
Group Head  of 
Portfolio 
Underwriting
Swiss RE

CLEARSPEED
USA - Offers voice analytics 
technology that provide 
unique risk alerts based on 
an individual's vocal 
responses. 

DACADOO
Switzerland - Offers digital 
engagement solutions for Life 
and Health Insurers to enhance 
customer experience and 
acquisition, and to improve 
underwriting through Health Risk 
Quantification.

PERFECT DOC STUDIO
Canada - A one stop CCM 
platform to design & deliver 
correspondences in your 
customer’s preferred language.

DRIVEQUANT
France - DriveQuant transforms 
smartphone sensor data into 
indicators that enable the quick 
and easy design of value-added 
services for drivers.

SAPIENS
Israel - Offers a complete 
insurance platform, with pre-
integrated, low-code solutions 
and cloud-first approach that 
accelerates customers´ digital 
transformation.
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DIGIDENTITY
The Netherlands - Offers 
electronic identity and 
electronic signature 
services that are flexible, 
fast and easy to integrate in 
existing processes.



ASHOK KRISHNAN
Chief Innovation, 
Data & Analytics 
Officer
AXA XL

ERLIJN SIE
Author ‘Reimagining 
Financial Inclusion’, 
and Global Partnership 
Director
Ashoka

MÓNICA GARCÍA CRISTOBAL
Chief Transformation Officer

MAPFRE

STEFAN SCHÜRMANN
Head of Corporate 

Development and M&A
Vaudoise Assurances

INFERMEDICA
Poland - Develops a Medical 
Guidance Platform with a set of 
intelligent healthcare 
technologies that enables early 
symptom assessment and 
digital triage, and supports 
communication between 
physicians and patients.

ADACTA
Slovenia - End-to-end insurance 
platform for Life and P&C insurers 
as a digital foundation to 
streamline processes, improve 
user experience and manage 
change to keep up in the industry

CARBON UW
UK - A post-bind analytics and 
pricing platform which standardizes 
and homogenizes claim risk and 
premium bordereaux, utilizing 
Machine Learning/AI modelling to 
actively provide Underwriters and 
cover holders unique insights that 
motivates profitable and informed 
underwriting decisions. 

HELVENGO
Switzerland - Offers 360°
insurance solutions with which 
SMEs can benefit from an end-to-
end digital process including an 
AI-based risk analysis and 
automated quote calculations.

MYCOVER
Nigeria - Offers an AI-powered
claims management service to
help insurance companies to
streamline their claims 
processes, reduce fraud and
ultimately deliver great
experiences to customers.

BYTESFORCE
Singapore - Provides AI-based 
insurance software solutions 
for life, health, and P&C 
insurances.

WALLIFE
Italy - Offers products to protect 
your biometric identity, 
mitigating the risk of personal 
data being stolen from you 
smartphone.
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INDICO DATA
USA - Enables companies, by 
using the AI and ML-powered 
Indico Unstructured Data 
Platform™, to transform 
unstructured data into a wide 
range of enterprise workflows to 
gain rich insight and maximize 
the value.

TIETOEVRY
Finland - Insurance-in-a-box, 
an open ecosystem platform 
to fast-track insurance and 
broker digitization.

TECH11
Germany - End-to-end core 
platform, no-code and API-driven, 
for fast insurance product design 
and onboarding of new 
distribution partners on an 
international scale. 

CHRISTINA BELLIDO ANDÚJAR
Chief Data & Analytics Officer

VidaCaix

STEN STAAR
Chief Executive Officer
ZEGO

TOM GERRITSEN
Head of Group 
Data Analystics
AIA

JEFF KREISLER
Best-Selling Author, 
Award Winning Comedian
and Head of Behavioral Science
JP Morgan Private Bank

AMODO
Croatia/USA - Enables insurers to 
launch innovative and quick-to-
market usage-based products 
built on insurance telematics.

COMPANJON
Ireland - B2B2C business, which 
enhances people’s digital 
lifestyles by offering fast and fully 
customised embedded insurance
when they need it the most, on 
their favourite online booking 
platforms.
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OTONOMO
UK, USA - provides a vehicle data 
platform and marketplace 
that allows automotive OEMs the 
opportunity to create new 
revenue streams by enabling the 
utilization of the vast amounts of 
data vehicles generate on a daily 
basis.



MARIE BEILLE
Health Impact Lead Global Access
Roche      

DENNIS BARNES
Chief Executive 

Officer
RGAX

MARIE SHIOBARA
Manager London Innovation Lab

Dai-Ichi Life

ERNST RAUCH
Chief Climate and 
Geo Scientist
Munich Re

SOCOTRA
USA - Cloud-native core 
technology platform enabling 
carriers to easily and efficiently 
manage complex interactions 
throughout the lifecycle of 
policies.

COMADSO
Denmark - Provides comparison 
solutions that enable insurance 
companies to get a real-time and 
always up-to-date overview of 
their own product offerings 
versus their competitors. 

VALUECHECKER
Sweden - Offers a proprietary tool 
that helps Insurance Claims 
Handlers quickly and accurately 
determine the fair claim values of 
damaged products.

AQUILINE
USA - Provides private capital 
to innovate leaders in financial 
services and technology.

EASYSEND
Israel - A no-code platform 
which turns manual processes 
and customer data intake into 
simple digital experiences. 

FINANCEMALTA
Malta - Public-private initiative 
set up to promote Malta as an 
International Financial Centre, 
within, as well as outside, 
Malta.

QUANTEE
Poland - Provides a next-
generation dynamic pricing 
platform that improves the 
granularity and accuracy of pricing 
models, delivers more targeted 
results, enables instant 
deployment and real-time 
monitoring.
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WALTER CAPELLMANN
Chief Executive Officer
Dela Insurances

TIFFINE WANG 
Partner
MS&AD Ventures

PREVISICO
UK - Provides cutting-edge live 
flood forecasting technology 
that saves lives and livelihoods 
whilst significantly reducing the 
cost of flooding. 

URSULA KUNI
Chief Data 

& Analytics Officer
Hollard Insurance 

(South Africa)

INTELLIGENT AI
UK - Offers AI and data 
analytics solutions to 
identify, measure, predict 
and mitigate property risks. 

EYST
France - Develops a solution to 
the fight against insurance fraude
allowing the traceability of the 
use of funds.

GWT INSIGHTS
UK - Develops products and 
services mitigate risk, reduce 
cost and carbon in building use 
and actively address ESG 
commitments across property 
asset portfolios..

RNWL
UK - Offers an insurance wallet 
to organize all your insurance 
information in an app.

ARTIFICIAL LABS
UK - Develops a fully automated 
platform to make underwriting 
frictionless.
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LEDA ZAHARIEVA
Partner
McKinsey & Company

TIFFINE WANG 
Partner
MS&AD Ventures

URSULA KUNI
Chief Data 

& Analytics Officer
Hollard Insurance 

(South Africa)

LEDA ZAHARIEVA
Partner
McKinsey & Company
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THALES GROUP
Global technology leader who
invests in digital and “deep
tech” innovations – Big Data, 
artificial intelligence, 
connectivity, cybersecurity
and quantum technology – to
build a future we can all trust. 

TELADOC HEALTH
USA/Spain - Provides whole-
person virtual care to give
everyone Access to the best
healthcare, anywhere in the
world through they Virtual 
Care Platform.

BDEO
Spain – Visual intelligence
platform that reduces claims
cost through transforming
the claim customer journey
with remote assessment.

NEXTWAY
Denmark - Offers an easy-to-use-
software (Next Digital Workplace) 
to replace processes that involve
paper, pdfs, spreadsheets and 
emails.

IAG-INSURANCE 
AUSTRALIA GROUP
Australia – Largest General 
Insurance company in Australia.

ARMANDO BAQUERO 
PONTE

Chief Executive Officer
Asistensi

CHRISTIAN GNAM
Managing Director

InsurTech Hub Munich

ESTHER PRAX
Chief Transformation

Officer
InsurTech Hub 

Munich

MASSIMO MICHAUD
Chief Executive Officer
Kinetica Business Partners

NTT DATA
Japan/Spain - Offers an 
advanced portfolio of consulting, 
application, business process, 
cloud, and infrastructure 
services.

MYHARMONEY
Belgium - Provides a next-
generation digital platform of 
solutions for complex 
onboarding and compliance 
processes while delivering 
frictionless user experiences.



Register now for 
ITC DIA Europe 2023


